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If Something Doesn’t Feel Right...

Tell a caring adult
such as a parent/relative, teacher, coach, neighbor

Report suspicious activities
to the San Francisco Police Department
Special Victims Unit: 415-558-5500

SFCaHT is a joint effort by the San Francisco Department on the Status of Women and the Human Rights Commission.
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Take action against Bullying
AH!

WHY?

WHY IS THIS HAPPENING?

WHY ARE THEY BEING MISTREATED?

WOOS.

RUN!!!

BULLYING ISN'T RIGHT, YOU KNOW!

HERE LET'S TELL THE TEACHER, MAKE THINGS RIGHT!

OH, OKAY... ARE YOU HURT?

NO

THANK YOU FOR SAVING ME.

NO PROBLEM!

FROM BYSTANDER TO UPSTANDER: TAKE ACTION AGAINST ABUSE!

CHARACTERS:

BE BRAVE AND HELP OUT IF SOMEONE IS GETTING BULLIED.

DON'T FIGHT BACK, DO NOTHING.

STAND UP AND DO THE RIGHT THING!
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From Bystander To Upstander

54% of sexual assaults are never reported to the police.

Speak for those who cannot speak for themselves.